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Goodbye Dad
 
KNowing one thing
Out from the other
you didn't care
what happen to us of eachother
you want us to cry
it's all ready done
you going to pull the trigger?
from your own gun
BAM!
your gone
no more you and no more mom
do you wnat to hurt us that way
seeing our future like this very day
living our lives with out you
we don't care
your never there anyways
your gone
with some other girl
you have no real feelings
do you want me to cry
did you want mom to die
from what i see
you don't really care
you don't care if anyone's is there
You're gone for a week
maybe even two
they don't want to be with you
if you act this way your acting
the way you always do
sooner or later
we're gone
in a step there goes two
we're gone
nothing to say
don't talk to me as if you want us back
we're not turning around
not going back to you
i'm not going to cry
because inside
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i'm already dying
but i don't want to show it
not to you
i'm counting one to two
without you
don't talk to me
don't pretend to cry
this is the time
to say our goodbyes
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My Clone
 
Running
running fast
running away from my dark pass
i trip
i fall
hitting the stone paved wall
i'm crying
my knuckles begin to bruise
then to bleed
what am i going to do with me
i'm scared
no one is there
i don't know why i'm here
i wish i can leave, and dissapear
everything and everyone is so unclear
They smile to me
then turn there backs
and stab me like it's not all that
i scream for help
but i feel alone
there is no clone
on telling how much they feel
The same way as i do
i have no clue
on what i done
or what i need to do
Clueless as i am
i fall to the ground
i want to cry
but i can't
i hit the ground
with anger and sadness
Why!
i scream
Why am i here!
i make myself clear
but who is there around to listen
listen to my screams
tho it seems
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i must be alone
but then the clone,
sets out a hand
for me to grab
Tears begin to fall
down me cheeks
my strength weaks
i take the hand
lifting me up high
knowing i'm not alone
and there are others who feel the same
the same way as me as a clone
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No God
 
Dying has many ways to be
can be either of you and soon to see
loosing control
slowly drifting away
from the life you lived
no need to pray
the god from high above shall not interfier
he cares for nothing
he finds us a sick game
To play with our lives
taking away what we charish the most
taking away the ghost
the spirt inside
leaving us all blind
screaming for help
no one can hear
soon it'll be all clear
that god is no help
he's just someone people depend on
for strength
for courage
it's all bullshit!
He has no real heart
ripping everything you got
everything you had
simply he has the power
to lead and comand
to take the lives
Of those who we find best
he treats us as if we're some kind of test
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Scared, Lonely, Alone
 
where were you when i needed you most
where were you when i was haunt by the ghost
The ghost of darkness
whispering to me
my eyes are open
but i see nothing
the feeling of the dark brushing pass me
i turn, but no one's there
scared, lonely alone.
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Scars
 
May life walk passed me
like i'm not even there
walking passed
i may have dissapeared
into the darkness of cold
the fog is bold
brushing passed me
i spin, no one..
who is this person i have no idea who
is this imaginary or is this true
Blood rushes down my wrist
letting it drip to the floor
this may have happened
many times before
82 scars may lay on my wrist
my life is nothing but a twist
of anger, pain and sorrow
a black hole
waiting for it's feed
for poison of gold
i feel so alone
in my own shell of mine
the darkness wrapps me
in a blanket so fine
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Suicide
 
The tears that run down my face
I think of myself as a mistake
I want to end it
I want to die
Should i commet suicide?
I am a lonley soul
I am weak
I have nothing to say..
so I cry
I want to scream
But I know noone would hear me
I would hug me knees
as I cry
I hear a voice calling my name
Screaming you are the one to blame
He pushes me down
The sound of the rope sqeak back and forth
made my eyes close...
and never open..
again
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The Darkness
 
Maybe the life we live
we take to much we need
we have to share together
let the wind breeze
Letting ourselfs go,
with drugs one last blow
lying there
everything is twisted
the world is closing in on me
i can not breath
is it time to say goodbye
Time for one last drive
one last breath
we shall take
the earth is beginning to shake
Time to go
no tomorrow no more home
my eyes are sore let us leave
believe we'll be taking to a place
a home that will not be replaced
a room full of darkness that pushed against my eyes
a darkness that shows me blind
take cover, no time to hide
My eyes are beginning to close
this is what the darkness takes me as
this is my home
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Why?
 
I lay on the grass
face looking up at the sky
wondering why?
wondering how?
How?
how far is heaven
am I closer if i stand
wondering were I am
am I in heaven?
am i dead?
these words won't get out of my head..
Who?
What?
When?
Why?
...Why?
why did you have to die
I'm laying on the grass
feeling so alone
wishing....
wishing you were here
wondering why he had to take you
its all so not clear
I feel...
Betrayed
Hurt
Breathless..
when you died
I didn't even have the time to say goodbye
I sit up from the grass
hugging my knees
A tear rolls down my face
you left so much behind
I wish i can have a hug
a kiss on the cheek
another word you speak
Its been years
since i saw your smile
Guess thats it
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believe its over yet
no!
I'm not giving up
i'm not loosing hope
I'll see you again
I'll see you
just wait
wait at the gate
I'm not going to pretend
your dead
I'll see you again..
, Mom
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